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December 2012

EXPLANATION

af Artificial Fill
Qb Beach Deposits
Qal Alluvium
Qt Terrace Deposits
Tma Monterey Formation, Alta Mira Shale
18 Minor Fold Hinge Line
21 Bedding: Data From City of Los Angeles; Buried where Dotted
51 Fault Data From City of Los Angeles; Buried Where Dotted
35 Fault
79 Joint
62 Shear
80/90 Slide Plane

Geologic Contact: Approximate Where Dashed, Inferred Where Queried
Approximate Head Scarp of Landslide
Fault Trace; Approximate Where Dashed, Inferred Where Queried, Buried where Dotted
Seep
Boring: S&W
Groundwater Well: S&W
Inclinometer & Vibrating Wire Piezometer: S&W
Geothermal Vapor Vent

Geologic Cross Section
Axial Trace of Synclinal Fold, Arrow on Trace Indicates Direction of Plunge; Buried Where Concealed by Surficial Sediments


DATUM: NAD 1983 State Plane California 4 FIPS 0405
Dotted where Buried
Axial Trace of Synclinal Fold, Arrow on Trace Indicates Direction of Plunge; Buried Where Concealed by Surficial Sediments
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